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family names were only adopted around 1813

SALOMON MOSES ANSBACHER
cloth merchant in Schopfloch
born 4 Jan 1787 Schopfloch, died 10 Feb 1853 Schopfloch
father = Moises Moises (born 4 Apr 1750, died ?)
marched before 1817

MINKELE WEIL
born 12 Feb 1792 (where ?), died 7 May 1858 Schopfloch
parents = ?

SO FAR KNOWN CHILDREN (both born in Schopfloch):

(01) JEANETTE
(born Schoenle) 06 Sep 1817 - 30 Jan 1892 (died in Schopfloch)
marched (1) 30 Jan 1844
Joel Baer Gutmann from Schopfloch
cloth merchant in Schopfloch
06 May 1806 - 17 Jun 1846 (died in Schopfloch)
parents = Marx Salomon Gutmann +
Roesla nee Ansbacher
marched (2) 14 Jun 1848
Lazarus Baer Ansbacher from Jochsberg
merchant in Schopfloch
12 Feb 1802 - 03 Apr 1865 (died in Schopfloch)
parents = Wolf Ansbacher + wife Teuchel
three known children out of first marriage =
(a) David Ansbacher 27 Dec 1849 - 26 Mar 1850
(b) Moritz Ansbacher 01 Jul 1851 - 05 Feb 1868
(c) Therese Ansbacher 25 Jul 1855 - 27 May 1920
marched before 1880
Lazarus Ansbacher from Schopfloch
20 Aug 1849 - 10 Nov 1916
parents = Rochum Ansbacher + Fani nee Michelbacher
couple lived in Nuernberg, buried in Schopfloch

(02) MOSES SALOMON
18 Sep 1818 - 08 Feb 1901 (died in Schopfloch)
farmer in Schopfloch
marched 6 May 1855
Sprinz (Sophie) Pappenheimer from Schopfloch
07 Sep 1827 - 03 Mar 1913 (died in Schopfloch)
parents = Hirsch Elias Pappenheimer +
wife Jetta nee Krehn
so far two known children =
(a) Salomon Ansbacher in Schopfloch
15 Sep 1856 - 25 Sep 1931
marched Getta Stern from Pflaumloch
22 Dec 1861 – ca 1940 (died in Frankfurt/Main)

(b) Minkele Ansbacher  01 Aug 1859 – ?